HOW TO
Choose Your CASAMBI Components

WHY USE CASAMBI?

- All models are controllable through a mobile app via iOS and Android with detailed controls to make the system you need
- All models work together since they are part of the same system under the same network
- Ability to create a controlled timed system (i.e. having lights turn on, off, and/or dim on a schedule)
- Pairs well with Diode LED drivers

CASAMBI PWM4 DIMMER & COLOR CONTROLLER

**Best used for:** Constant Voltage Driver

**Recommended Driver:** VLM SERIES CONSTANT VOLTAGE LED DRIVER

**Wiring Diagram:**

- Power Supply
- CASAMBI
- LED Tape Light

CASAMBI ASR 0-10V DIMMER

**Best used for:** 0-10V Driver

**Recommended Driver:** OMNIDRIVE® X DIMMABLE DRIVER

**Wiring Diagram:**

- Power Supply
- CASAMBI
- LED Tape Light

CASAMBI A2D 0-10V DIMMER

**Best used for:** 0-10V Driver

**Recommended Driver:** OMNIDRIVE® X DIMMABLE DRIVER

**Wiring Diagram:**

- Power Supply
- CASAMBI
- Dimmable Driver
- LED Tape Light

CASAMBI TED HIGH VOLTAGE DIMMER

**Best used for:** High Voltage Dimmer Driver

**Recommended Driver:** OMNIDRIVE® ELECTRONIC DIMMABLE DRIVER

**Wiring Diagram:**

- Power Supply
- CASAMBI
- Dimmable Driver
- LED Tape Light